
A REVIEW OF LIFEBOAT A CLASSIC MOVIE BY ALFRED HITCHCOCK

During World War II, a small group of survivors is stranded in a lifeboat together after the Shot entirely on a single
location, Alfred Hitchcock's Lifeboat is his first film to employ the . This is a classic movie among classics seen on TCM
today.

Choosing to take him aboard as a gesture of humanity, and for the sake of his seafaring skills, proves to be a
fateful decision. The truly intriguing part of the film is when these Americans meet the captain of the German
U-boat that fired the torpedo. The story was adapted into a script by screenwriter Jo Swerling. We rarely see
the boat completely immobile. Hitchcock undermines these expected responses so that we actually become
annoyed with Connie at first and side with Willy's no-nonsense strength. The German pulled into the lifeboat
at the end of the movie is essentially no different than the first German. Lifeboat was among his first films.
However the Baltimore Afro-American 's review, while commenting on shortcomings regarding the character,
praised both the performance and its role depiction. Did she do the right thing? At the conclusion of the
movie, even though the group seems ever changed when experiencing shock at the almost automatic
retaliation of a young German soldier who washes up on their lifeboat, they almost immediately contradict this
as they simply return to their previously defined social status as if they had never shared the experience at all.
This enrages Kovac John Hodiak , the resident socialist, and he throws her camera overboard the first in a long
line of things Connie loses throughout the film. He approached A. The Nazi would have been fine if he would
have controlled his desires better but he failed to do so and paid for it with his life. However, as their time
continues on the lifeboat and their need to cooperate for survival increases, the viewer observes this social
hierarchy fade into the background. Lifeboat was an entertaining and philosophically relevant movie. Actor
and civil rights activist Canada Lee is the only African American actor in the film. Thus people leave confused
about morality or worse think morality is arbitrary. Only a few wanted to help him and keep him aboard, but
some very angry and really wanted him thrown overboard. Everyone participates and each actor has the
occasion to share his acting skills. That sounds like instant calamity amongst the survivors and how they form
somewhat of an allegiance to survive the situation is miraculous. Also, the scene opens with a great shipwreck
sequence. For, at the end of the film, another Nazi boat is sunk, and a young German crewman is brought
onboard, and Rittenhouse wants to kill him, whereas Kovak, who is of a lower class like the young German,
seems to be against such a radical step. No one gets off here; everyone is guilty. I think that Lifeboat may have
been a little too influential. Consulted on Jul 6,  The passengers have to deal with a cunning rival as well as
with their own surviving. Not long after, they are joined by radioman Stanley who was played by
Canadian-American actor Hume Cronyn. Rehearsals took place in one, separate boats were used for close-ups
and long shots and another was in the studio's large-scale tank, where water shots were made. The first
passenger to be seen on the lifeboat is the classy columnist Connie Porter. When watching the film it can, at
times, be hard to justify who is the person. When everyone discovered that the German captain had tricked
regarding the direction to Bermuda, Kovak wanted to kill him. Hitchcock never puts his audience at a distance
from his characters; we are always being confronted by ourselves and our attitudes because of his masterful
manipulation of various points of view.


